
1st Mode Vibration Dampers
Venture Lighting's pole partner's patented First Mode 
Vibration Damper is fi eld installed at the top of square poles. 
This damper very effectively reduces fi rst mode vibration 
of square lighting poles. Due to potential vibration fatigue 
issues that can be associated with moderate wind conditions, 
First Mode Dampers are recommended for square 
poles with mounting heights greater than 25’ and 
for square poles with light loading fi xtures less 
than 2.0 EPA. 

2nd Mode Vibration Dampers
The Venture Lighting's Pole Partner's Second Mode Damper 
was awarded the industry’s fi rst patent in the vibration 
damping category in 1972. 

The Second Mode Dampener is attached to the pole at 
approximately the midpoint of the pole, and can be factory 
bolted inside the pole or fi eld mounted on the inside or 
outside of an existing pole. Based on past experience, some 
Venture Lighting poles include factory-installed Second 
Mode Vibration Dampers as a standard component. If the 
poles you intend to order are to be bridge mounted, 
used as camera poles, or may be subject to unusual 
site conditions, wide open terrain, steady or high 
energy prevailing winds, or other site conditions 
as mentioned, please make Venture Lighting aware of 
these conditions. Or, if your installed poles are exhibiting 
oscillation, contact Venture Lighting to pursue a damping 
solution that may include installing a Venture Lighting 
Second Mode Damper on the poles.

For customers who would like an option to power holiday 
decorations, speakers for a street event, or other small 
equipment used for pole or street maintenance, a 120V GFCI 
receptacle can be mounted into the pole. The receptacle is 
a 20 Amp 120V Duplex GFCI and is weather resistant (WR) 
and  UL approved.

2009 AASHTO LTS-5 specifi cation 3-second gust basic wind 
speeds (mph) with gust effect factor (G) of 1.14 and 25 
year design life wind map (ASCE 7-05) is shown above. 
This wind map should be used to determine wind velocity 
for your specifi c location. If you are located between two 
different velocity isotach lines, the higher velocity should be 
used. Local isolated high wind conditions can be devastating 
to poles and luminaires not designed for such conditions. 
Additionally, constant winds in the 10-25 mph range can 
severely damage certain poles and luminaires by vibration. 
Follow the guidelines shown in the map.
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Wing Speeds - Other Regions
LOCATION MPH (M/S)

Hawaii 105 (47)
Puerto Rico 145 (65)
Guam 170 (76)
Virgin Islands 145 (65)
American Samoa 125 (56)
Alaska 90-130 (40-58)




